The ability of emergency nurses to detect simulated long bone fractures with portable ultrasound.
Fractures are a common emergency department (ED) diagnosis. Ultrasound is a useful tool to evaluate for the presence of long bone fractures and can be performed by minimally trained individuals. We examined the ability of ED nurses to sonographically detect long bone fractures using a recently described training model. The fracture model consisted of a turkey long bone within a firm gelatin matrix. Emergency nurses examined five fracture models with a portable ultrasound machine to determine the presence or absence of a fracture. Overall accuracy was compared via chi-square analysis to the ability of physicians to complete the same assessment. Thirty nurses sonographically assessed the models. An overall sensitivity of 98% (95% confidence interval: 92-99%) and specificity of 93% (95% confidence interval: 76-99%) was observed for the detection of a fractured model. No difference in fracture detection accuracy (p>0.05) was revealed compared to an evaluation by 30 ED physicians. While the clinical impact of this ability remains uncertain, future utilization of nursing ability to detect fractures by ultrasound may improve patient care in ways such as more efficient triaging of radiographs and the mobilization of resources for fracture reduction.